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We’re very pleased to introduce
our latest catalogue of wargame
accessories.
If you already have a copy
please pass one on to your friends!
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Our brand new architectural range:
now you can finally build the whole city
of TROY in 15mm!

INTRODUCING:

We think there is a distinctive lack of good quality ancient buildings in 15mm on the market, and so we
have started this range to put a remedy to such a shameful situation!
This first series of models is in Mycenaean style, which makes it particularly suitable not only for the
city of Troy itself, but for all ancient Middle-Eastern City States and colonies, including those in Egypt,
Assyria, present-day Lebanon, Israel and Jordan! These are very highly detailed and historically accurate
reproductions that have plenty of texture to help you in painting. Like the rest of our resin products these
are made with very high quality tough polyurethane resin so you are getting a scenic piece that is not only
beautifully sculpted, it will also last you for a lifetime!
NEW!
15TOW-A
Ancient Near East in-line
tower. Two parts model
designed to hold a 40mm
square base on top.

15HUT
Small round stone huts like
these were used by nearly
every population living in
mediterranean Europe.

NEW!
15WAL-A
Straight wall section for
Ancient Near East fortified
towns and fortresses. This two
parts model is 120mm long.

NEW!
15TRY
Small town house. The less
wealthy abitants of ancient
dwellings lived in simple single
floor housing like these.

NEW!
15GAT-A
Straight in-line wall gate
section for Ancient Near East.
Five parts model 120mm long,
the entrance is 40mm wide.

NEW!
15STB
Small enclosed stable. Good
horses were reserved to the
very richest of citizen and the
military, and well cared for.

NEW!
15BTS
Straight buttress module,
handy to hide an unwanted
door in a tower, or to close the
end of a wall section, etc.

NEW!
15TRZ
Large two floors city house.
The more well-to-do citizens
of the city lived in larger twostorey house like these.

COMING SOON IN URBIS:
More buildings and wall modules for the
Mycenaean, Hellenistic, Roman and Medieval
ages, plus accessories and figures to add detail
and fun to your games!

NEW!
15SHD
Small extension designed
to be attached to a larger
building, or to a tower or wall
section.

